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LBSIRACT

Digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital converters are the
interface between continuous analog and discrete digital signals.
In the report a literature study is presented, that c Iass if ies
the various conversion techniques.
A major division is made into Pulse-Code-Modulation (PCM) and
other modulation schemes. The emphasis of the investigation is
put on PCM conversion techniques, which are depicted in
conveniently arranged schemes.
Also methods are described, that wi II improve the converter's
performance, such as resolution, conversion time, dynamic range
and I inear ity.
To each distinguished conversion technique, some quantitative
figures are given, which determine the usefulness of that
technique.
A large number of literature references is included in the
report.
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This is the report of the graduation work, carried out by
A.M.J. Daanen. as a termination of his studies as an
EIeetrotechn ica I Eng ineer at the Techn ica I Un ivers i ty in
Eindhoven, the Netherlands, during the period from December 1985
to December 1886.
The work was done at the Phi Iips establ ishment in Nijmegen, part
of the "Nederlandse Phi I ips Bedrijven B.V.", division ELCOMA
(ELectrical COmponents and MAterials).
Phi I ips Nijmegen consists of a number of different product
groups, assistant divisions and staff. Each product group is a
company in itself, with it's bwn divisions for product- and
process-development. The five product groups are:

-+ IC-bipolar
- IC-MOS
- Diodes and Specialties
- Power Transistors
- Sol id State Lasers

The ass istant d ivis ions i nvo Ive the interna I supp I ier of
"Materials, Masks and Mounting", and the knowledge-centres of
"Industrial Technology and Mechanisation (ITM)", and
"Automation".
The work was specifically carried out at the IC-MOS development
department with Ir. J.A. van Nielen as department-head. and with
Ir. J. P. Schuddemat as group-I eader. The execut ive superv is ion
was done by Ir. R.M. van Vierzen.

In the department digital and analog circuits are made for
customers. After the r is i ng number of customer requests,
concerning digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital converters,
the group fe It the need of acqu iring more spec if i.e D/A- and
AID-conversion knowledge.
In this report the various methods that exist to perform a D/A or
AID conversion wi II be reviewed. The information has been
obtained from several articles publ ished in magazines during the
last decade. Some of them* were reviews on the subject of A/D
andlor D/A-convers ion, but none of them were comp Iete in the
sense that they cover the wide range of conversion methods
totally. However, they are very interesting and form a good
completion of this work.
AIso, as a source of i nformat ion, the fo II ow ing books, [10J,
[11], [12], [13], as given in the Iiterature section were
surveyed. Although not covering the latest techniques, they
contribute a great deal to this work.

In section 2 some basic conversion terminology is treated. and
the domain of conversion techniques that is covered by this

*The interested reader can consult (1], [2], [3], (4], [5], [6], [7], [8] and
(9], which are reviews of conversion techniques.
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report is defined.
The next two sections deal with the various PCM-conversion
techniques. When gathering this information. it was found
necessary to put it into some kind of scheme. Without this scheme
it is difficult to obtain an overview of the situation. Ascheme
also makes it easy to look at the principles. whi Ie ignoring the
minor differences. when judging the operation of the considered
conversion methods.
The first basic division is the division into D/A-converters on
the one hand. and AID-converters on the other. This is generally
done in the literature. D/A-converters wi II be treated first.
going through the various categories of D/A-converters with
regard to speed (sect ion 3). After th is a s i mil ar eva Iuat ion will
be discussed concerning AID-converters (section 4).
I~ sect ion 5 some spec ia Iized convers ion methods are descr i bed.
which can be used apart. or can be used inside a PCM-converter.
The convers ion methods descr i bed insect ions 3 through 5 are
basic techniques. The performance of the various conversion
techniques can be upgraded by additional methods, as described in
section 6.
So far. the information given is of a qual itative nature. This
kind of information is important for the (IC-) designer who wants
to rea I ize a spec if ic converter. In sect ion 7 the performance
data of the var ious convers ion techn iques is summar ized ina
quantitative way. This informaticn is useful to the user of
converters.
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In the world of digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital
conversion techniques. some specific knowledge is ~mportant.

Because of the fact that the converter is the interface between
the analog and digital signal representation, both signal forms
must be defined. This comes up for discussion in section 2.1. '
The converter that is real ized in practice wi I I generally present
non-ideal characteristics. The specifications of a converter wi I I
determine whether the converter is accepted in a certain
appl ication. Specification definitions are described in section
2.2.
A/D- and D/A-converters are used in a wide range of appl ications,
and somet i mes soph ist icated methods are found, that take
advantage of foreknowledge of the signal. It is impractical to
involve every possible conversion method, and therefore in
section 2.3 the domain of treated conversion methods is defined.

2.1 SIGNAL REPRESENTATIONS

The def i nit ion of a signa I representat i on seems to be a
trivial subject. On the one hand there is the analog, on the
other the digital signal form. However. in some conversion
techn iques an i ntermed iate signa I form is used (sect ion 3.5 and
section 4.6). Understanding of this intermediate signal form
needs a definition in the first place.
In figure 1 the var ious s; gna I forms are shown. Two cr iter ia
determine the classification of the signals. A signal can be
time-discrete or time-continuous, and a signal can have discrete
or continuously variable ampl itude.

The amp I i tude of the con:linuoU8-ampJitude modulated signa I can
accept one of an infinite number of values. at every time
instant.

The pwsed-ampJitude modulated signa I can st j I I accept one of an
infinite number of values for its ampl itude. but only at some
discrete time-points or time-intervals. Inside that time interval
the ampl itude can vary (a sampled signal) or can be fixed (by a
sample and hold function), In figure 1 this fixed ampl itude is
drawn with a dashed line. The process of samp ling is a Iways
necessary, before the quantization in analog-to-digital
conversion.

The pu Ised-amp I i tude modu Iated signa I. whose i nformat ion content
is st i I I ana Iog, must be quant i zed to obta in the digital signa I
representat ion. Th i s dig i ta lsi gna I representat ion. in wh i ch a
number of bits contain the information. can be either in paral lei
or ser ia I form.
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Figure 1 Signal representations

The last signa I representat i on in figure 1 is the intermediate
signal form. The amp I itude is discrete (two values, low and high,
are possible), but the time-information can be either
continuously variable. or discrete. The discrete time-informatioo
intermediate signal is actually a digital representation. but is
a very inefficient digital code; the only appl ication of
time-discrete intermediate signals is in counting D/A-converters.
where time-discrete signals are an inherent feature.
The continuously variable time-information intermediate signal
form finds its appl ication in counting A/D-conversion.

The classification of signal representations in this section is
not meant as a thorough academ ic study. but serves hopefu II y as
sufficient background information in the treatment of the several
conversion techniques.
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2.2 SPECIFICATIONS

The specifications of digital-to-analog and
analog-to-digital converters determine the usefullness of a
converter in a certain application. So it is important to know
and understand the various specifications used in the world of
D/A- and AID-conversion.
This section wi II not act as a tutorial review on D/A and AID
specifications and terminology. This is done adequatly in [14J.
where terminology concerning D/A. AID and S/H circuits is
rev iewed. In th is sect ion the reader wi I I become acqua i nted with
the most important specifications. concerning the static input to
output transfer characteristics [12J. [15J.

The ideaJ corwerler has an input to output transfer funct ion that
is a straight I ine drawn from its ideal minimum (zero for
unipolar converters) to ideal maximum output (as shown for a
3-bit example by the thick sol id I ine in figure* 2a). Because of
the quantized nature of the output signal. a deviation from this
straight I ine wi I I always be present. The quantized signal
however must be within the I imits indicated by the dashed lines.
to be a pract ica I converter with ideaJ Jinearity. The lim its are
vertically one Least-Significant-Bit (LSB) apart.
Under certa in cond i t ions these pract ica II y idea I lim i ts can be
exceeded. This imperfection can be described by the specification
of integraJ Jinearity and dijlerentiaJ Jinearity.

IntegraJ Jinean'ty (sometimes called overall linearity) describes
dev iat ions with respect to the ent i re zero to fu I I sca Ie range
(figure 2b). The subcategories of integral I inearity include
absolute Unearity and best straight Jine Jinearity.
Absolute Jinearitv is measured by assum i ng that a DIA's output wi I I
begin at zero and end at ful I scale and then comparing the actual
outputs to a I ine drawn between these two points. Zero. or
offset. error (deviation from zero output with a minimum input)
and full-scale. or gain. error (deviation from the reference
voltage minus one LSB with maximum input) can contribute a great
deal to the nonl inearity of an otherwise linear D/A.
Beat straight Jine Jinearity def ines accuracy in terms of dev iat ion
from the ideal output range without regard to gain or offset
error. The theoretical analog output I ine is varied in terms of
slope and zero offset to minimize nonl inearity. Figure 2b shows a
D/A with a large ful I-scale error. It has poor absolute linearity
but in terms of best straight line linearity. it is very linear.
If zero and ful I-scale adjustment circuits are uti Iized. however.
the end result wi I I be comparable to an absolute linearity
measurement.

*Note that the figure is applicable to D/A conversion only. For AID
conversion a similar set or characteristics can be drawn. Consult [12] for a
comprehensive examination.
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DiJlerentiaJ Jinearity measures bit-to-bit deviations from ideal
output steps rather than a long the ent i re output range. A D/A
shou Id change one LSB with each success i ve code change. so a
converter with a differential I inearity specification of ± 1/2

LSB will change between liz and 11/z LSB with every step. Th i s
method of specifying I inearity is valuable when an appl icationn
requ i res a D/A to d iscr imi nate we II between adj acent bits. Its
weakness is that many success i ve bits may have er rors in one
direct ion. so the cumu Iat i ve er ror can become qu i te large in
terms of integra I I i near i ty. I f the app I icat i on does not requ ire
that the analog output has an accurate ratiometric relationship
to the full-scale value. then a differential linearity
specification wi I I cause no harm. A tight integral I inearity wi I I
ge~eral Iy ensure good differential I inearity as wei I; the reverse
is not true.
Monotonicity is a special case of differential I inearity. A
converter is sa id to be monoton ic if each success i ve input code
resu I ts in an ana Iog output that is equa I to I or greater than.
the output resulting from the previous digital code. Monotonicity
is. however. no guarantee of accuracy.

The specification definitions and terminology in this section are
related to D/A conversion. but apply to AID conversion as wei I.

2.3 CONVERSION METHODS

The ultimate goal of any analog to digital conversion is to
convert a continuous-ampl itude modulated signal. with an infinite
number of poss i bIe amp I i tude va Iues. to a signa I representat ion
that is time-discrete. and whose value can only be chosen from a
I imited number of values. The most straightforward way to
establ ish this conversion is to take a sample. and to round off
(quantize) this sample value to the nearest discrete level. When
th isis done for each success i ve samp Ie. the output code will
fol low the waveform of the input signal. The conversion is cal led
waveform coding.
In figure 3 it is shown that waveform coding is not the only one
possible way of representing an analog signal with a digital
code. Different ways are parametric coding. and a combination of
parametric and waveform coding: the hybrid coding [4J.

The parametric coding £s e.speciaJ/lI developed lor .speech coding, becawe
the .speech signal is very redundant. The signal can be described by some
sJowly varying parameters. The parametric coding eztract8 these typical
parameters Irom the analog input signal; they are then coded to a digital
representation, contoining enough inlormation to reCO'/7..8truct the signal
into inteJHgib/e .speech. The quaHty 01 the reCO'/7..8truction .stands or laJ/s
with the quaJitll 01 the model used lor the human voice.
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fjgure 3 Djgital signal coding

The parametric coding is included here. serving as
cod i ng methods that are not stra ightforward. but
use of a-priori knowledge of the input signal
sufficient accurate model of the signal generator),
The straightforward waveform coding can be subdivided into three
groups, based on the use of memory in the converter-architecture
[16J. The zero-memory quantizer produces a Pulse-Code-Modulated
(PCM) output signal. which contains the maximum information
capac i ty. The one-memory sequent ial and the mu It i-memory block
quant izer use the prev ious transm i tted codes to determ i ne the
value of the current output code. They can have a simpler
architecture than the PCM quantizer. but contain less information
per code. .

It is the waveform coding that wi I I be treated in this work. with
the emphasis put on PCM conversion. The one-memory sequential
quantizers are included. because they are used in a PCM
converter, a long with the ir important app I icat ion in
telecommunications.
In th is sect ion the waveform cod ing has been embedded ina
general scheme of digital signal coding. to show the reader the
relations between the various coding techniques. It is this
information that is often disregarded in the literature.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this section the various methods that exist to perform a
D/A conversion. wi I I be reviewed.
Creat i ng a schemat ieli st of elements inherent Iy means
classifying them on the basis of some criterion. The criterion
chosen here is the speed of conversion (or conversion rate). This
gives a styl ish subdivision. especially when it concerns analog
to digital conversion.
Throughout the chapter the words arch i tecture and procedure are
often used. It's a good th i ng to take not ice of the mean i ng of
these terms. To understand the difference between them, a
compar i son cou Id be made with the terms hardware and software
respectively. i.e. architecture refers to the construction as is
seen ina bIock-d iagram, and procedure i nd icates the rea I time
signa I - f low.
D/A converters may roughly be divided into parallel and serial
types. In a parallel D/A-converter all the bits of the digital
word are used simultaneously to form-an analog value, whereas in
a ser ia I converter the bits are used success i ve I y to determ i ne
the analog value. An even slower procedure in D/A-conversion is'
that of count i ng, wh i ch requ i res that a signa lis incremented
step by step. unt i I the number of steps equa Is the va Iue of the
dig ita I ,nput word. The incremented signa I then represents the
analog value.
Combinations of these three converter types lead to the so cal led
coarse-fine DAC and the series-parallel DAC. See figure 4 for
this division. in speed categories. The series-paral lei type
converter wi II not be found in this scheme. It is included among
the paral lei combinations; this is done so. because there is only
a vague boundary-I ine between a series-paral lei DAC and a
segmented or cascaded paral lei DAC.
A method of establ ishing a fast D/A converter is cal led
multiplexing.
I n the scheme (F ig. 4). listed under the speed categor ies, the
existing architectures for D/A-conversion are I isted. In the
fol lowing sections the various architectures wi I I be shown.
followed by a short explanation. For a more detai led discussion
on the operation of the converters one must consult the
literature.

3.2 MULTIPLEXING DACts

The multiplexing method can be used to establ ish high signal
throughput rates with only slow or moderately fast operating
converter arch i tectures. Wh i Ie the rea I convers ion endures for
longer then one clock cycle, typically one conversion is
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Figure 5 Multiplexing OJ! converters

comp Ieted each clock cyc Ie. In figure 5 two poss ibIe
configurations are depicted.
The first architecture can be referred to as time-interweave (or
time-interleave), and accepts paral lei input words. The number of
DAC's divided by the frequency with which the latches are clocked
success i ve Iy. must equa I the convers ion time of one ind ividua I.
input to output. channe I. The concept in figure 5a is mere Iy a
theoretical one. as is indicated in [17J. In this article it is
stated that the DAC is not the lim i tat ion of speed. but the
decoders in front of the DAC (even with ECl). Therefore a
sl ightly different architecture is the result. cal led 'Data
Mu I tip Iex i ng , .
The second multiplexing DAC has a pipel ine structure [18J. which
accepts serial input data. For a n-bit word there are n identical
stages (see also section 3.4. serial DAC's). For good
synchronisation with the clock frequency delay stages with value
T are added. The success ive words are fed to the bi t-sw itches.
each word arriving one clock pulse later than the previous word.
So at each time t the bit switches wi II be set as follows: (from
left to right) lSB(i). (lSB-1)(i-n, MSB(i-nL The
difference between the multiplexing pipel ine and the serial
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Figure 6 Classifying paral lei PAC's

pipel ine structure is purely determined by the way with which the
serial input data is provided. i.e. how many bits have to be
stored temporari Iy.

It shou Id be noted that In [11]. where the concept of
multiplexing is also discussed (p. 226). a totally different goal
is persued. hence the name t i me-shar i ng. I n th is sense it has
nothing to do with the multiplexing method discussed here.

3.3 PARALLEL DAC'S

The concept "para 11 e I DAC" covers the vast maj or i ty of
existing DAC architectures. A subdivision of architectures can be
made into such groups as cur rent-steer i ng. vo Itage segmentat ion
and charge-redistribution. or a combinations of these techniques.
In general one can imagine a parallel DAC being bui It up from
three bu i Iding blocks. name I y a quant i zer. a sw itch i ng network.
and a buffer (or summation point). These blocks can be combined
in two ways resu It i ng in either a convent iona I or an inverted
~ ([11], p. 182). See figure 6. In current-steering
type converters both methods are used; the vo I tage segmentat ion
is always implemented as an inverted pai"allel DAC. whereas the
charge-redistribution type is always implemented as the
conventional paral lei DAC.

3. Current steer i nq

As said before. both ways of implementation are used in
the current steer i ng type of converter. I n the
conventional paral lei DAC the quantizer consists of a
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resistor network. These networks are also used in the
inverted paral lei DAC; besides that. other methods that
generate weighted currents are used in the inverted
parallel DAC.
These various methods are shown in figure 7 and shal I be
discussed shortly.
Figure 7a shows the weighted resistor netwQr~

implemented as an inverted parallel DAC [19J; if the
upper resistor terminals have equal voltage levels. the
respective currents wi I I differ by a factor 2. Therefore
the emitter areas need to be scaled. This configuration
uses only a few resistors. which is especially
profitable in hybrid systems. or discrete board
converters. In monol ithic design it is less useful.
because of the wide-spread range of resistor values.
That is why the R/2R-resistor ladder of figure 7b is
often used in this realm. In this figure an example of
the R/2R-ladder used in a conventional type paral lei DAC
is shown [20 J. The R/2R Iadder cons ists of re Iat i ve Iy
few res istors of equa I va Iue (i f the 2R res istor is
composed of two resistors with value R). which is
especially profitable in monol ithic technique. The given
configuration overcomes the need for emitter area
scal i ng.
A mixture of the previous two architectures is a
two-stage or a mu It i -stage res istor network
(Fig. 7c),([12J, p. 146). It consists of two (or more)
blocks of weighted resistors I inked together via a
resistor of a certain value. The method could be used in
modular design phi losophy.
The three res istor networks can be used in either the
inverted or convent iona limp Iementat ion. The f igu res 7a
and 7b are merely an examples to demonstrate the
poss ibiIi ties.
As can be seen in figure 7a. the circuit consists in
fact of binary weighted current sources. There are
se~eral other methods that correspond with this.
One method. to create binary weighted currents. is
called (active) emitter-scal ina [21 J. in the case of
bipolar transistors. or (W/L)-ratio-scal ing in the case
of MOS transistors ([13J. p. 528). They are depicted in
figure 7d. The resolution is Iimited by the non-accuracy
of the base-emitter voltages (or treshold voltages) of
the respective transistors. e.g. due to temperature
effects.
The method becomes impractical in higher resolution
converters because of the area requ ired. Th is can be
overcome when the emitter-scal ing method is combined
with the base-voltage drop technique (Fig 7e). When the
respective base-emitter voltages are diminished by a
certain voltage (VT * In2. where VT = kT/q). the
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col lector current wi II be scaled according to the binary
we ight ing. The vo Itages VT * In2 are produced by us i ng
either base resistors [22] or level shifters [19J.
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Another arch itecture used incur rent steer i ng cons ists
of an ar ray of egua I current sources (for n bits
there are 2" - 1 current sources), (Fig. 70. The use
of multiple current sources has the advantage of
averaging, hence this results in better overall
Iinearity. For the composition of the analog output
current there are two decod i ng techn iques, def ined as
convent iona I binary decod i ng and monoton ic binary
decoding [23J. As the name impl ies the latter technique
is inherently monotonic.

The diJference in the two decoding techniques is the way in
which the current sources are chosen to construct the analog
output value. This can best be e~piained hy an exampie.
Consider the digital input codes 0011 and 0100. In the
conventional decoding technique this means the switching on 01
current sources 19/ 14/ 15 and OJ 10/ 11/ 12 re8pecfive/y. In
the monotonic decoding case the sources 19/ 14/ 15 re8peCUfJe/y
12/ 19/ 14/ 15 are switched on.
Suppose further that the deviation from the standard current I
equals re8pectifJe/y +{ 1/4)1, -( 1/2)/, 0, -( 112)1, +{ 1/4)/,
-H 1/ 4)/, and 0 lor sources 0 through 15. When the appropiate
curren't8 are summed together, the analog output current wiJJ be
(9 1/2)/ and (9 1/4)1 in the corwenfional decoding technique
(and hence is nonmonotonic), but wiJi be (91/2)/ and 41 in
the monotonic decoding technique.

Its obvious that the conventional decoding
techn ique is comparab lew i th the em i tter sca ling method ~

The resemblance becomes an equal ity, when the total
em itter . area is composed of a number of equa I
transistors in paral lei.
The last method of creating binary weighted currents is
cal led dynamic element matching (Fig. 7g),[24J. The
basic principle consists of spl itting a current into two
currents of exactly equal value. This is done by
interchanging two almost equal valued currents (e.g. as
produced by a standard current mirror) with high
frequency, and then low-pass f i Iter ing the two cu r rents I

which have a certain amount of ripple. Because of the
interchanging the method is a dynamic one. The big
advantage of the dynamic element matching method I ies in
the fact that high reso Iut ion can be obta ined without
laser trimming or something I ike it. Also the matching
of the currents is independent of element aging. A
disadvantage is the need for low pass fi [tering.
If one looks at current fabricated devices, it can be
seen that most para II e I cu rrent-steer i ng converters use
a combination of the basic techniques, in order to
obtain optimum performance concerning for instance the
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Figure 8 Voltage segmentation

number of bits. speed and linearity.
This approach is cal led segmentation [25] (do not
confuse with voltage segmentation (section 3.3. sub
b.)). and will be discussed in sub d. of the present
sect ion.

b. Voltage segmentation

In the vo Itage segmentat ion techn ique (a Iso ca II ed
potentiometric technique. resistive division or
select-after-decoding) a series of rising voltage levels
are generated. from which the correct value is selected.
This selection is establ ished via a switching network
that is control led by the digital input code. The row of
voltage levels is generated by means of a resistor
string having taps for each voltage level.
This is depicted in figure 8a; as a means of clarity
only a few bits are shown. The uniform string [26]
provides equidistant voltage levels. A resistor of value
1/ zR is added to the bottom of the Iadder. in order to
sh i ft the zero-code vo Itage Ieve I to 1/ zLSB; th isis
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desirable. in bipolar operation. in order to place the
output characteristic symmetrically around zero.
Selection of the proper voltage level can be done in two
ways (figure 8b and c). via a selection tree. or
alternatively using just a single switch that is
controlled by a logic block. The latter has the
disadvantage of complex logic. but provides a low
on-resistance from resistor string to output buffer.
Just as in the case of current-steering. the resistor
string is not exclusively used in most existing
converters. Combining voltage segmentation with other
techn iques is the so Iut ion to higher reso Iut ion
conversion (see section 3.3. sub d.).
The vo Itage segmentat ion techn ique is astra ightforward
method to create companding converters. such as ~-Iaw or
A-law [27J. Two examples have been given in [26J.

c. Charge redistribution

Charge red istr i but ion is a techn ique that is
especially useful in MOS integrated circuits. This is
because in MOS technology the storage of charge is
relatively easy, due to the very high input impedance of
a MOS transistor (10 12 ohm). and as a consequence a very
low leakage current. Also the real isation of accurate
capacitor value ratios is relatively easy.
The charge redistribution technique can be explained by
the theory of switched capacitors circuits.
Three capac i tor networks are used in the case of data
converters. as is shown in figure 9. Note the
resemb lance with the R-networks used in the method of
current steering.
The binary weighted C network [28J fol lowed by a buffer
is shown in figure 9a. Aconversion is accompl ished by a
sequence of two operations. The first step is to
discharge al I capacitors (al I nodes switched to ground).
During the second period. the binary switches are closed
or opened depend i ng on whether the bit is a 1 or O.
respectively. In doing so. the voltage at the top plates
of the capacitor network becomes the analog
representation of the digital input code.
The number of bits is lim i ted by the accuracy of the
capac i tors and the requ i red area. A reduct ion in area
can be achieved by using the two-stage C network. Figure
9b shows th is arch i tecture comb ined with an opamp in
inverting configuration [29J. The value of the coupl 1ng
capac itor is then equa I to the un it capac i ty C. Shou Id
the ampl ifier in the buffer configuration be used. as
in figure 9a and c. then the coupl ing capacitor becomes
a different value. such that the substitution
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c) 0/20 ladder network

figure 9 Charge redistribution

value of the network inside the dashed line equals the
unit capacity C. It is therefore necessary to add a
termination capacitor of value C at the left (compare a
and C)[30J.
The next logical step in reducing the total capacitance
is through the use of the C-2C Iadder as dep icted in
figure gc. Contrary to the arch i tectures a and b, the
C-2C ladder is however affected by the presence of
parasitic capacitances. However, by connecting the
parasitic capacitor terminals to a certain voltage,
which can be found experimentally, this disadvantage can
be overcome, so allowing up to 12 bits of resolution
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[31],[32].
Sometimes the name charge-balance instead of charge
redistribution is found in literature; this is a
confusing name because "charge-balancing" is also used
instead of "quantized feedback". which refers to a
completely different kind of AID-converter.

d. Combinations

The parallel conversion architectures. such as the
current steering. voltage segmentation. and charge
red ist r i but i on types. are often comb i ned in one
converter. The ex istence of these comb i nat ions ar ises
from the need to establ ish high performance. with only a
Iimited number of accurately matching components.
There are some elementary ways of making a combination,
called segmentation and cascading. In section 3.6 this
wi I I be explained.

3.4 SERIAL DAC'S

Serial D/A converters can be divided into algorithmic and
non algorithmic converters. The word algorithmic indicates that a
circLlit has an architecture that is a Iiteral translation of the
mathematic description. using only four basic operations Caddo
multiply. delay or integrate, compare). See [18].
There are two elementary ways of identifying the basic operations
with the circuit parts which perform them. These ways are cal led
iteration and repl ication*. Repl ication is a direct implemen
tat ion of the signa I f low by many separate c ircu its. Iterat ion
imp Iements the a Igor i thm by repeated use of the same phys ica I
c i rcu it. Rep I icat ion and iterat ion can be comb i ned to trade
circuit complexity against speed.
The non algorithmic serial DIA converter uses the charge
redistribution principle.

a. Algorithmic iterative

Although this name is relatively new, the
architectures are not. There are two possible
arch i tectu res, the cyc I ic DAC and the Samp Ie and Ho Id
DAC (figure 10).
The operation of the cycl ic DAC is as fol lows [llJ, [1]:
the input reference voltage is conditionally switched

*Replication is sometimes called "iteration in space" or "pipelining '
while iteration is sometimes called "iteration in time" [18}.
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Figure 10 Algorithmic iterative serial CIA converters

under control of the serially avai lable bits. LSB first.
and appl ied to a summing network whose transfer gain is
0.5. Assuming that the charges on the capacitors CA and
C8 are initially at zero level. the potential
transferred to CA wi II be zero if the current bit is a
zero, and wi II be Vref/2 if the current bit is a one.
With the appl ication of the next bit. the collected
potential is switched to the input of the summing
network. and Vref j saga in cond i tiona II y sw itched as
before. This time C8 is charged. The conversion
continues unti I all bits are processed. I t wi 11 be seen
that the weight of each bit is divided by two for each
step in the sequence and that the output voltage sampled
at the end of the sequence wi I! be proport i ona I to the
reference voltage and the digital input code.
In the cyclic DAC at a certain moment a potential is
stored in one capac i tor. and the potent i a I of the next
bit together with one half of the previous one is then
put into the other capac i tor. The funct i on of these
capacitors is therefore switched alternately.
The operation of the Sample and Hold serial D/A
converter [11 J. [18J is sl ightly different.
In the Sample and Hold DAC the capacitors CA and C8 do
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Figure 11 Alaorithmic replicative seriaLD/A converter

not sw itch the i r f unct ion. Here Ca a Iways acts as the
stor i ng capac i tor. and C. a Iways acts as the capac itor
wh ich co II ects the potent ia I of the input bit and the
half of the previous potential (which is stored on Ca)·
It can thus be seen that the Sample/Hold DAC is
structurally twice as slow as the cycl ic DAC.

b. Algorithmic repl icative

In figure 11 an algorithmic repl icative D/A
converter is dep icted. imp Iemented as a sw itched
capac i tor c i rcu j t [18 J. It is bu i It up as a cascaded
string composed of identical sum and delay stages that
are each real ized by two inverters. An n-bit D/A
converter is real ized with n of these two-inverter
stages. This algorithmic repl icative circuit is not
like Iy to make the most effect ive use of ch ip area. It
can st i II be purchased as a standard part. or if the
stages are standard ce IIs. in an automated LS I layout
fac iii ty.
Th is converter type can a Iso be ca Iled "p i pe line".
meaning that the real conversion time is n clock pulses,
but the throughput rate is only one clockcycle. Of
course the ser ia I input data must then be prov ided in an
overlapping way (see section 3.2. Multiplexing DAC's).

c. Non algorithmic serial DAC's

The charge redistribution serial DAC [33J (or
charge equal izing serial DAC [11 J) is depicted in figure
12a. Capacitors CA and CB are nominally of equal value.
Convers ion is accomp Iished ser ia II y by cons ider i ng the
LSB first. CA is precharged either to
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the reference voltage or to ground depending on the bit
value. Simultaneously CB is discharged to ground. Then
al I switches are opened, except the one that connects CA
and CB together to redistribute the charge. Holding the
charge on CB, the precharg ing of CA is repeated. th is
time considering the next LSB. Again redistribution
takes place. This process continues in this fashion
unti I al I n bits have been processed.
The c ircu it can be rea I i zed ina sma I I ch i p area. The
uIt i mate reso Iut ion of th is techn ique is' sens it ive to
paras i tic capac i tances assoc iated with the sw itch
transistors.
In figure 12b one can see the Shannon-rack decoder [11 J.
It wi I I not be discussed here further because it is not
very accurate. due to the necessity to satisfy the
equation T = RC * In2.
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3.5 COUNTING AND COARSE-FINE COUNTING DAC'S

In this section D/A converters wi I I be discussed that
require typically 2" clock pulses to perform a conversion. They
count a number of pu Ises unt i I that number corresponds to the
digital input value. The name "counting" is not used regularly in
the Iiterature; it is employed here to emphasize its speed
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category.
I n the literature somet i mes the name .. i nd i rect converter" is used
[11]. This gives expression to the fact that the digital input
code is first converted into some kind of i ntermed iate signa I.
and then the intermediate signal is converted into an analog
voltage (or current), Possible intermediate signal forms are a
pulse width modulated signal and a pulse rate modulated signal.
In figure 26 this is depicted for AID conversion. A schematic
representation of the various counting D/A-conversion techniques
is in figure 13.

a. Pyrse widlh modulation

In the pulse width modulation circuit [11 J (or duty
cycle converter [1J) switch S is closed and the counter
starts to count f rom zero and wi I I not stop unt i I the
counter output equals the input word. Then switch S is
opened. In th i s way the i ntermed iate signa 1 form is a
pulse whose duration is equivalent to the input code;
the low pass f i Iter integrates the reference vo Itage
over a certain time. giving an analog output voltage
proportional to the digital input code.
A somewhat different architecture to real ize the pulse
width modulation converter. is given in [1J. and is
cal led a ramp pickoff converter. In' this type the
integration is continuous (yet periodically resetted. so
a sawtooth signal is generated) and the output of the
code comparator does not contro I a sw itch between the
j ntegrator and the reference vo I tage. but contro Is a
samp Ie and ho Id c i rcu i t after the integrator. At the
moment that the counter output equals the input. a
sample is taken by the sample and hold circuit; the
analog output value is then the converted digital input
signal.

b. Pulse rate modulation

In the pu Ise rate modu Iat ion converter a binary
rate multipl ier [11 J is used to generate periodically a
number of pu Ises that cor responds to the dig i ta I input
value. These pulses control the switch S. allowing the
reference voltage to be integrated. After 2" clock
pulses the integrator is resetted. In figure 13 the
pattern of pu Ises to contro I the sw itch are shown for
the examp Ie of n=4 and dig: ta I input code 1101. For the
exact implementation of the binary rate multipl ier
consult [11J.
The conversion from the intermediate signal to the
analog output signal is here establ ished by integration.
but other methods of frequency to voltage conversion are
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possible. The integrator can be replaced by a frequency
to voltage (f/V) converter as described in [34J.

Because of the fact that the counting procedure requires 2n clock
pulses. and hence is slow. methods have been found to speed up
the conversion time. This is accompl ished in a way just as is
depicted in figure 15 c or d. When the architecture of figure 15
d is employed, Schmid [11J speaks of a dual-speed converter.
There are two (or more) pu Ise rate or pu Ise width converters.
whose outputs are scaled and added. The maximum conversion time
then equals 2o•5n times the clock period.
Another method that is often used to speed up a pu Ise width
modulation converter is the so called coarse-fine integration
[35J. The block diagram of this circuit fits the block diagram of
figure 15 c. A more detai led block diagram is given in figure 14.
Sw itches S1 and S2 are closed s i mu I taneous Iy (after a system
reset) and are opened, independent of each other, whenever the
MSB or LSB block input code equa Is the counter output. In th i s
way the number of counts has a maximum of 2o. 5n .

Just as is stated at the end of sect ion 3.3, subsect ion d. the
coarse-f i ne D/A converter's arch i tecture can be a I tered as a
trade off between speed and circuitry. Then only one code
comparator and one analog switch are necessary. though they are
used doub Iyin time. First the integrator integrates Vref1, as
long as S1 is closed, controlled by the comparator and the MSB
block input code. After that Vref2 is integrated via the same
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switch S1. during a time controlled by the LSB digital input
code. Now the maximum number of counts equals 2(0.5n+l) [36J.

3.6 COMBINATIONS OF DAC ARCHITECTURES

This paragraph deals with the various combinations that can
be made, using basic D/A conversion structures. In theory one can
use any kind of DAC to make a combination. but in practice only
the parallel DAC's considered in paragraphs 3.3a. band care
used to form a combination.
Since there are so many variations they may be generally
summar ised by figure 15. The blocks are ca I Ied X or Y. where X
and Yare different types of architecture. and X/V indicates that
the block can be either of type X or type Y.
Figure 15a shows the ordinary paral lei DAC. already described in
sect ion 3.3a. band c. and is inc Iuded here for reasons of
clarity. In figure 15b the segmented paral lei DAC can be seen. of
which an example is described in [37J. It consists of two (or
more) blocks of different type. usually an array of equal current
sources with monotonic binary decoding for the MSB block. and
often an R/2R ladder network for the LSB block. Of course other
types are possible; [19J. [22J and [23J.
The segmented paral lei DAC with reference voltage adjustment
al lows the designer to use two equal blocks, although this is not
necessary. Now the reference voltage is scaled according to the
number of bits (m in figure) in the MSB block. Examples can be
found in [38J and [39J. Almost the same function is performed by
the segmented parallel DAC with output adjustment (figure 15dL
Output sea ling is estab I ished by an interstage cu rrent divider
[40J. [21 J or by a partial DAC structure (e.g. TDA1432. Phi I ips.
no further Iiterature is avai lable).
In figure 15e the block diagram of a cascaded parallel DAC is
depicted. Here the reference voltage of the LSB block is
dependent of the MSB digital input code. The major advantage is
the inherent monotonicity involved with this scheme [41], [42],
[43 J. [44J. [45], [46 J.
To make things difficult combinations of combination block
diagrams are be i ng used. Examp [es of these arch itectures are
[22], [25], [47J and [48J.
In the prev ious paragraphs and in figure 15 the assumpt ion has
been made that e.g. two blocks X mean actually two physical
blocks. This is often true. but there are however D/A converters
that functionally (as procedure) use two X blocks. but physically
(as architecture) consist of only one block. X. that is used
sequentially in time. In fact the converter is then a
series-paral lei type converter. Examples of these series-paral lei
type converters can be found in [39J. [47J and [48J.
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3.1 SUMMARY

In this section the various digital to analog conversion
techniques, using digital input words from pulse code modulation,
have been reviewed. They have been classified by procedure and
architecture. Three major procedures are distinguished; paral lei,
serial and counting. Hybrids are multiplexing, series-parallel
and coarse-fine counting types of converters. The difference
between paral lei and series-paral lei is not very clear. reason to
arrange the latter under the paral lei type.
The methods of segmentation and cascading have been discussed. In
theory it can be used for a II converter types <D/A as we II as
A/O). but it is not always practical.
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4. ANALOG TO IlIGlTAL CONVERSION TECHNIQUES
~

Just as was done in section 3 for the DIA conversion
methods, now the various AID conversion schemes will be
categorized by procedure and architecture.
Aga ina schemat ic overv jew wi I I he Ip us to eas i IY understand the
classification (figure 16).

-i.l MULTIPLEXING ADC'I

The same multiplexing techniques .that are used in DIA
conversion, are suitable in AID conversion (figure 17). The time
interweave (or interleave) method is described in [49J. Each of
the mn-bit converters needs k time units for a conversion. So in
k time units the m converters have to be scanned by the
multiplexer. and this results in m/k converted outputs per time
unit. For AID conversion this method is more useful than for DIA
conversion. because AID converters are fundamentally slower.
An example of a pipel ined AID converter can be found in [50J. As
can be seen in figure 17b. the converter needs a switching
network to connect the proper S/H output to the proper comparator
at the right time. The reference voltage for each comparator is
different. For instance. the reference vo Itage Vm of the mth
comparator is dependent on the fixed vo Itage Vref and the output
of the comparators 1 through (m-1). At the output of the
comparators. de Iay un i ts are necessary to create the reference
voltages, but also a paral lei output word is generated.
The pipe line mu It ipIexed ADC can be regarded as a mu Itip Iexed
structure of serial AID converters.

-i.2 PARALLEL AID CONYERTERS

Paral lei (or simultaneous) conversion can be real ized with a
flash converter (figure 18aL The flash converter [51 J. [52J.
[53J. which is a non-feedback converter. uses one comparator for
each quantization level to compare with the analog input voltage.
The quantization levels are provided by a resistor string. In
this way 2n resistors and 2n-1 comparators are needed. Bipolar
ope rat ion can be performed simp Iy by connect i ng the res istor
string between a positive and a negative reference voltage. The
outputs of the comparators drive encoding logic to generate the
digital word that corresponds with the analog input value.
The conversion rate possible with this type of converter is
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extremely fast because the conversion is completed in one step.
However. the f Iash converter does have a disadvantage in that.
for each additional bit in the digital word. the amount of
required circuitry is practically doubled. The circuit complexity
and dissipated power then Iimit the number of bits to about 8.
The number of bits of the flash converter determines the accuracy
with which the resistor string must be made. and the allowable
offset voltage of the comparators. To bypass these difficulties
to a certain extent. or to construct a higher resolution
converter. the method of segmentat ion (or stack i ng [54]) can be
employed (see figure 18b). This is a method to spread the
accuracy requ i rements over more elements. In th is approach two
less accurate flash converters are used. together with one
accurate comparator wh ich determ ines the MSB, and the se Iect ion
of the output of either the first or second f Iash converter. A
second reference voltage must be created.
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A nove I arch i tecture for AID convers i on is the neura I
optimization network. Using such a network. several optimization
problems. AID conversion being one of them. can be rapidly solved
[55J. In figure 19 the shape of such a neural network for (a 4
bit) AID converter is shown.
The circuit consists of 4 ampl ifiers. whose output voltages wi II
be decoded (not included in the picture) to obtain the output
binary word of the converter. a network of feedback res istors
connect i ng the outputs of one amp I if ier to the inputs of the
others, a set of resistors (top row) which feeds different
constant current values into the input I ines of the amp I ifiers
(to obtain a bipolar offset), and another set of resistors
(second row) which inject current proportional to the analog
input voltage.
The architecture is such, that within a few time constants of the
c i rcu it, the output vo I tages of the amp I if iers will be close to
either a high. or low value. so digital logic levels can be
assigned to them.
The circuit's solution is dependent on the initial conditions of
the input I ines, which must be zeroed before each calculation
and, if not, the circuit exhibits hysteresis if the input voltage
is being continuously varied.
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4.3 SERIES-PARALLEL ADe'.

A hybrid form of the paral lei and the serial type converter
is the series-paral lei converter. The converter architectures
that come into th is category are a good cho ice where high speed
is necessary, but where c i rcu it comp Iex ity must be re Iat i ve Iy
simple (with regard to the flash converter). The conversion time
is typ ica II y tw ice the convers j on time of the f Iash converter,
but hardware is greatly reduced.
There are a lot of names involved with this procedure, making the
understanding of the different types rather difficult. Names are:
half-flash, subranging, multi-step, two-step, ripple, dual-rank,
flash sequence, and partially cascaded. The names that wi II be
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used here are subranging. subranging with folding ampl ifiers. and
ripple. and wi II be discussed next*.

*The method of subranging is not solely restricted to an architecture
that uses parallel nash converter~, but any type of analog-to-digital
converter can be used. A good illustration is [56], where a quantized
feedback converter is employed in a subranging configur.ation. However,
subranging is most efficiently used with flash converters.
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3.. Subrang inq

The subranging analog to digital converter [57]
cons ists of two f Iash c ircu its (respect i ve Iy m1 and m2
bits, where m1+m2=n). each with half (if m1=m2) the
reso Iut ion of the comp Iete converter (f igure 20a). The
conversion is performed in two separate operations.
Firstly the ml-bit flash converter generates the MSB's.
Then a D/A converter uses that output to produce an
analog approximation of the input voltage. Next this
internal analog signal is subtracted from the input
voltage, leaving a small remainder that represents in
analog form the m2 LSB's.
The further processing of this signal can be done in two
ways. One way is to multiply the remainder with a factor
211I1 • and feed this signal to the second m2-bit flash
converter. The other way is to put the remainder
directly into the flash converter, but divide the
reference voltage of this flash converter with the same
factor 211 . Th isis i nd icated by the dashed lines in
figure 20a.
Although the DAC has only m1 bits of resolution it must
have n-bit accuracy.
A sample and hold circuit must be put in front of the
converter to get the proper subtraction. Sometimes a
delay from input to subtractor is introduced.
In [2J an example is given of a subranging converter
that uses only one flash converter. but two consecutive
subconversions are employed.

b. Subrangjnq with folding amp I jfjers

One prob Iem with the subrang ing converter is the
time needed for D/A conversion and for subtraction. This
lim i ts t he max i mum samp I-j ng frequency to about 50Mhz
[58J. This problem can be side-stepped by using folding
amplifiers instead of ordinary comparators [58], [59],
and [60J.
In f igu re 20b the bIock-schemat ic arch i tectu re of the
converter is shown. The first block does a coarse
conversion (m1 MSB's), and simultaneously develops a
residue voltage: the 'folded' output voltage. This
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'folded' signal is encoded into the remaining m2 bits.
by a para I Ielf Iash converter. or by another fo Iding
block.
In figure 21 the function of the folding block is
depicted. The triangular remainder voltage is formed by
a comb i nat ion of 8 (i n the case of 4 bits) separate
V-shaped voltage characteristics. shifted along the
input co-ordinate.
The digital (Gray code) outputs. as wei I as the
remainder voltage. are generated by structures that
consist of long tal led pair transistor combinations.
Bes ides the fact that a samp Ie and ho Id stage is not
needed anymore. the folding principle reduces the number
of comparators to an amount equal to the number of bits
[SOJ.
The subranging converter with folding ampl ifiers can
log ica II y be pIaced between the para IIelf Iash
converter. and the serial algorithmic replicative Gray
code converter (figure 24b).
An improvement to the folding principle is double
folding [S1J. where non-I inearity and frequency
distortion near the tops of the folded signals is
avoided. Another 'improved folding technique'. described
in [S2J. reduces the power consumption; the number of
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components j s decreased by a so ca I led i nterpo Iat ion
technique, which substitutes resistors for comparators.

e. ft..i.QQJ e converter

Another c i rcu it that does not need to subtract and
multiply the input voltage, as in the subranging
converter, is the so ca II ed r ipp! e converter. In th is
ripple converter ([13], [42J and [63J) not the input
vo Itage but rather the reference vo Itage to the second
flash converter is modified, being derived from the
output of the first flash converter (figure 20c).
The inputs of the comparators of the second flash
circuit are switched to a resistor string that is
shunted across a res istor of the first f Iash c i rcu it. In
th is way the reference vo Itage segment for the second
f Iash converter fits in the sma II est quant izat ion Ieve I
of the first flash converter. and the output code
represents the LSB's of the analog input voltage.
The ripple converter is inherently monotonic.
An example of a ripple converter that does a conversion
not in two, but in more steps (multi step) is found in
[64J. Only one low resolution (though not low accuracy)
flash converter is used in a feedback loop.

•.• SERIAL AID CONYERTERS

Analogous to the classification of serial DIA converters,
the serial AID converters can be divided into non-algorithmic and
algorithmic types. The algorithmic types can again be further
spl it into iterative and repl icative types (figure 16).
In the literature the name ser ia I AID converter (and ser ia I DIA
converter too) is somet imes restr icted to converter types that
are here c Iass if ied as count ing converters. Th is on Iy br ings
confusion. so it's important to keep this distinction in mind.

a. Non-algorithmic serial AID converters

The best known and most commonly employed
conversion technique is the successive approximation
type (figure 22a).
In fact any serial ADC uses successive approximation as
the conversion procedure, but the name "successive
approximation" is nearly always identified with an
architecture that uses an-bit DAC in its feedback loop.
Although the name is not consistently chosen in relation
with other names, it is used here because it is in
widespread current use.
The DAC in the feedback loop (f igure 22a) yie Ids a
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potent ia I represent i ng the state of the Iatches. each
latch representing one bit in the coded word. The
latches together with gates and shift register are
called the successive approximation register (SAR). A
comparator compares the difference between the output of
the D/A converter and the unknown input signal with half
the reference voltage (for unipolar operation) and
yields a decision which determines the next state of the
SAA.
Th is process cont i nues unt i I the output vo Itage of the
DAC is equal to the analog input voltage to within
one-half LS8 of the DAC output. The number of steps in
the convers ion procedure equa Is the number of bits in
the digital word.
The successive approximation ADC must have a sample and
ho Id stage at its front end. because the input vo Itage
Vi n must not change dur ing the n convers i on steps. in
order to obtain the correct digital output code.
For more information on the successive approximation
ADC. and current state of the art, see [11]. [65]. [66].
[67J and [68J.

The second type of non-a Igor ithm ic ser ia I ADC is the
charge red istr i but ion (or charge equa liz i ng) converter
(Fig. 22b)' The principle of this converter is
equ i va Ient to that of the ser ia I charge red istr i but ion
DAC. but the architecture is somewhat extended [10J.
[11 J, p. 264.
The charge redistribution ADC (or capacitive charge
transfer [10], p.416). requires n+1 steps. First (at To)
Cz is charged up to Vin (switch Dclosed and switches A.
8. C. E open). Cl is charged up to Vref, and C3 is
discharged. In the next n clock per iods the fo I low i ng
happens: each first ha 1f clock cyc Ie the charge on C1
and Cz is equal ized by closing switches E and D; the
second ha If clock cyc Ie sw itches D and E are opened.
Dependent on the value of the previous bit value (bit i)
either switches A and C are closed (if bit i was "1") or
sw itches 8 and Dare closed (i fbi t i was "0").
A property of this technique is that if the trial
voltage is too large then no portion of it is first
inserted and then removed; instead. the next trial
increment is caused to have the opposite polarity. This
is estab I ished by the sw itches inc Iuded in the dashed
box in figure 22b. This characteristic greatly reduces
the programming operations. thus simpl ifying circuitry.
It is apparent that the device has an inherently bipolar
operation.
Compar i ng the success ive approx imat ion converter with
the chprge redistribution converter. it can be seen that
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the latter is in fact a success i ve approx i mat ion type
converter. but with a ser ia I DAC in the feedback path
instead of a para! lei DAC. Thus the architecture
consists of considerably fewer parts than with a
parallel DAC.
The use of a serial DAC in the feedback path is
impractical. however. because the output of a successive
approximation ADC appears MSB first. whereas the input
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to any serial DAC must be LSB first. Yet in [33J this is
done. and the result is an AID converter. requiring
a Itogether n(n+1) steps for one comp Iete n bit
conversion.

The two types of non-a Igor i thm ic ser ia I AID converters
just mentioned (figure 22a and b) both need their input
vo Itages to be constant (rea I ized by a samp Ie and ho Id
stage) during the n conversion steps. Another
non-algorithmic serial ADC is the variable reference
serial ripple ADC (fjgure 22c; unipolar operation). This
one accepts a new input voltage every clock cycle, which
means less stringent demands on the front end sample and
hold stage. This pipel ine type structure allows a high
throughput rate, but with a delay of n clock cycles.
The variable reference serial ripple ADC is basically a
hybrid form of an algorithmic repl icative serial ADC and
a ripple series-paral lei ADC.
Other names used are variable reference cascade,
all-serial, bit-at-a-time and propagation AID converter
([11 J, p.313, p.333. p.354L

A very exclusive serial ADC, not included in figure 22,
is the phase dependent stage-by-stage converter [lJ. It
makes each bit decision on the basis of a phase
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comparison of the radio frequency modulated signal and
the radio frequency modulated reference voltage.

b. Algorithmic iterative APe's

The types of algorithmic iterative serial ADC's
(figure 23). the cycl ic APC and the sample and hold APC.
are very similar to the corresponding PAC's. For both
ADC types. it is true that they effect i ve Iy incorporate
their own sample and hold. el iminating the need for that
function to be instrumented separately.
Unfortunately. the algorithmic scheme is affected by the
RMS sum of the noise voltage in the op amps during the
conversion time. which Iimits the resolution of the
algorithmic AID converter.

In the cyclic APC [1], [6SJ, (or circulation APC [11J).
which is depicted in figure 23a for unipolar operation.
the input voltage Vin is switched into a gain-of-two
stage during the first half of the first clock cycle
('11). whi Ie switch S is set to the ground potential.
Fol lowing. the comparator makes a greater-than or
less-than decision. and thereby determines the MSB.
Si mu Itaneous Iy ('11) the output of the ga in stage is
transferred to one of the holding capacitors, say CA.
In the second half clock cycle (12) this voltage is
eye Ied back to the input of the ga in-stage. If the
previous bit was a one. then a reference. equal to half
of full scale. is subtracted from the input. else switch
S is closed to ground. At this same time (12) capacitor
Cs is connected to the output of the ga in stage. thus
functioning the same way as CA did in the previous clock
cycle.
Again the comparator determines the new bit value. The
process then continues. using the same decision process
of successive approximation.

The sample and hold APC [18J. [70] operates as fol lows:
(see figure 23b) during the first cycle. switch D is
open and switch C is closed so that there is no feedback
from the previous cycle.
At the same time. switch Tl is closed during II and then
opened during 12. whi Ie switch B is closed during '2.
Th is transfers the change in vo Itage. of magn itude Vi n.
to the inverter input between the fal I ing edge of 11 and
'2. During the II phase of the second cycle. the
comparator wi I I show the sign of the input. This is the
most significant bit.
During the remaining n cycles. switch C is opened and D
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is closed, and the closing of switches A and B is phased
to either add or subtract the reference to reduce the
magnitude of the feedback signal. The sequence of
comparator outputs gives a digital representation of the
analog signal.

c. Algorithmic reol icative APC's

Again, there is a strong analogy with the
algorithmic replicative DAC's. Two types can be
distinguished, dependent on the coding of the output
word.

The straight binary code serial ADC ([10J p.399, [11J
p.333, [71 ]), can be made in two ways. These
possibi I ities are indicated in figure 24a by means of
the dashed amp I if i ers. Either the x2 or the 1.2
ampl ifiers must be present.
The first stage accepts as its input the analog voltage
Vinj but for al I other stages. the input voltage is the
analog output from the previous stage. The digital
output from each stage represents one bit of the
paral lei binary output word.
Each comparator determ i nes whether the input vo I tage is
Iarger or sma II er than the reference vo Itage, Vref/2
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(for bi po Iar operat ion th is wi II be ground). If 1arger ,
the output of the comparator is a one, and the sw itch
be[onging to it is closed, so Vref/2 is subtracted from
the analog voltage. If smaller, nothing (ground) is
subtracted. For bipolar operation these values are
respectively half of positive full scale, and half of
negative ful I scale.
The sample and hold stage is needed, because the digital
output signal can be temporari Iy in error when the input
voltage Vin changes. The actual conversion needs to
propagate through the c i rcu it. Therefore the ho Id time
must be at least equal to the sum of the n delay-times.
Adding sample and hold stages between each summing node,
results in a multiplexing pipel ine circuit (somewhat
different from figure 17bL In [71J the straight binary
code algorithmic replicative serialADC is described,
implemented by CCD techniques.

The aforement ioned prob Iem, i. e. the temporary er ror in
the digital output code, can be el iminated by converting
to Gray code instead of straight binary code (figure
24bL
The Gray code ADC doesn't need a sample-and hold stage,
because only one bit can change at a time. However, one
samp Ie and ho Id stage eases the clock synchron isat ion
[11 J, [1], [72J.
The Gray code is a cascade of folding blocks, using the
same principle of the series parallel subranging
converter with folding ampl ifiers.

4.5 COARSE-FINE COUNTING ADC'.

The coarse-fine counting ADC is, just as is the case with
the coarse-fine counting DAC, derived from the counting ADC
principle.
The coarse-fine counting procedure is basically a hybrid form of
the count ing and the success ive approx imat ion procedures. The
counting procedure requires 2n clock cycles, whi Ie that for the
successive approximation needs n clock cycles, and the
coarse-f ine count ing procedure needs about 20 • 5 n clock cyc Ies
(dependent on circuit parameters).
Given the circuit in figure 25, operation is as follows [36],
[73J, [74J:
first the input voltage Vin is sampled by closing S1. After a
settl ing time S1 is opened and switches S2 and S3 are closed. The
integrator output voltage is now rising, and the moment that the
threshold voltage Vt is surpassed, S2 is opened: the coarse
integration has ended. When the integrator output reaches zero,
S3 is opened and fine integration is terminated.
The logic block counts MSB's during the time S2 is closed and
counts LSB's during the time S3 is closed.
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The specific advantages and disadvantages of the counting ADC's
over other ADC's apply also to the coarse-fine ADC. except for
the relatively short conversion time compared with counting
procedure.

4.6 COUNTING ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONYERTERS

I n the area of count i ng AID converters, one can find the
pulse width and pulse rate type converters. For one complete
conversion, these converters need 2n clock cycles. The circuitry
is reset after each convers i on. I n the I i teratu re these
converters are somet i mes c Iass i f ied as i nd i rect, mean i ng that
conversion is establ ished with a time related signal as an
intermediate information form.
Another class of counting converters -the tracking feedback
converter types- have no reset state. but convert cont i nuous I y
and del iver an output every clockcycle.

Both the pulse width and pulse rate converters fit in one common
block scheme (figure 26). One block converts the analog input
value into a time information signal that is characterized by two
quantities: frequency and duty cycle.
A signal with fixed frequency and variable duty cycle has the
advantage that the i nformat ion is ava i Iab Ie at equ idistant time
intervals, which wi II faci I itate the conv'srsion to a digital
code.
When an i ntermed iate signa lis used with var jab Ie frequency and
fixed duty cyc Ie. there is the advantage of a constant average
power, which is useful in long distance transmission of that
signal.
Finally, a variable frequency. variable duty cycle signal lacks
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the aforementioned advantages. but uses time most effectively.

So far the intermediate signal sti I I has an analog
characteristic; conversion to the discrete digital code occurs in
the second log ic block. Th is block determ i nes at the same time
whether the converter wi I I be of pulse width or pulse rate type.
The important factor is the clock frequency.
With a clock frequency of the same order of magnitude as the
(highest) intermediate signal frequency generally a pulse rate
strategy is chosen. otherwise the pulse width method is used.

8. Pu.1 se wi dttl

In figure 27 the pulse width type converters are
shown.
The ramp compar ison ADC (F ig. 27a1) uses an integrator
to produce a ramp function [12J. [1]. When the positive
going ramp crosses zero, the fl ip-flop is set and the
counter starts counting. This continues unti I the
flip-flop is reset at which time the ramp voltage has
risen to Vi n. The counter output then is a dig ita I
representation of the analog input value Vin.
A sl ightly different circuit produces a "staircase" ramp
function with the aid of a DAC in the feedback loop
(Fig. 27a2. [12J. [1 J). This converter is also called
counter ramp converter.
Un Iess there is a samp Ie/ho Id stage at the input. the
output code does not represent the input value at
equidistant time intervals. but only at the time that
the ramp voltage equals the input voltage.
The (counter) ramp comparison type pulse width ADC has
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never been IJsed extens i ve Iy. because it is not ver y
accurate.

A very we II known convers ion procedure is ca I Ied the
dual slope AID conversion [11 J. [75J (Fig. 27b>' The
input voltage is first integrated up from zero with a
time constant RC for a fixed time. Then the output is
integrated down at a constant rate by applying a
negat i ve reference vo 1tage at the input with the same
integrator constant RC. The time taken for the output to
return to zero is proportional to the input signal
applied during the positive integration. This time. as
measured using a digital clock. is the required digital.
output.
This type of converter is not sensitive to the absolute
va Iue of Rand C because the same Rand C are used for
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the positive and negative integration. When the clock
frequency is assumed constant during one conversion
cycle. then the conversion accuracy is independent of
th is frequency. AIso an advantage of the dua I s lope
principle is that offset at the comparator has no
influence on accuracy.
Because the input vo Itage is integrated dur i ng a fixed
time interva I. any poss i bIeli ne vo I tage interference
can be suppressed by tak i ng the time interva I as a·
multiple number of I ine voltage periods.
Several converters are constructed that use a variation
of the dual slope principle: [76J. [77J. [3Jj In [78J a
switched capacitor version is described.

In the ever last ing endeavour of putt i ng comp Iete
converters on one chip. preferably as smal I as possible.
the constant slope converter came into existence (figure
27c) .
First capacitor C is charged up to the reference voltage
by c Ios i ng S2. After charg ing has been comp Ieted to
within the desired accuracy limits. Vref is disconnected
and the discharge current source is connected (S4
closed). The counter is reset and starts counting.
Capacitor C and current source Idischarge combined form
a constant-slope ramp generator. When this ramp voltage
reaches the comparator threshold voltage. the counter is
stopped and thus a quantized version of a time interval
related to the reference voltage is obtained.
Simi lar operations are performed for Vin and Vgnd
(involving Vgnd in the procedure means that Vgnd can be
different from the ground potential of the converter
i tse If). By subtract ing the count resu It i ng for Vgnd
from the counts obtained for Vref and Vin. and dividing
the results. a digital representation of Vin is obtained
[79J.
A charge-transfer version of this circuit is desr ibed in
[80J.

b. Pulse rate

The simp Iest pu Ise rate count ing ADC converter is
the ramp comparison type (figure 28a). The input voltage
is integrated and a negative going ramp function is
generated. At the moment the ramp voltage crosses Vref
the comparator output changes its state. which
increments the counter. and triggers a one-shot circuit.
Th is one-shot c i rcu it resets the integrator. After a
time long enough for the integrator to be reset.
integration of Vin is started again. This is repeated
continuously during the time interval determined by a
time base generator. The number of pulses in that time
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interval represents the analog input value.
This type of converter [12J p. 250, [1], [81J has a
serious drawback in that the integrator-reset time
i nf Iuences the integra I I i near i ty. wh ich resu I ts in the

. necessity of long conversion time.

A much better conversion approach is found in the
quantized feedback method [82J, which is also cal led the
"charge-balancing" [12J (p.255), [83J, "simultaneous
integration" [84J, "sigma-delta-modulation" [85J or
simply "voltage-to-pulse-rate" converter [llJ (p.292).
The architecture (Fig. 28b) has a lot in common with the
ramp comparison type converter (Fig. 28a), but
simi larity ends there. The integrator is not totally
reset in th is case, as the i ntegrat ion capac i tor is
discharged on Iy part i a I Iy (=quant ized) by a reference
current source during a time that is related with the
clock frequency. I n th i s way the capac i tor vo Itage is
kept in the neighbourhood of the comparator threshold
voltage (=balancing).
When no input signa lis app lied. the number of charge
and discharge pulses must be equal. Therefore, the
charge- and discharge-current sources must be exact I y
equal. As a result. a triangular waveform synchronous
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with the clock wi I1 appear across the capacitor C.
When an input signal Vin is appl ied. a difference in the
symmet rica I up/down pu Ise patter n is found. Th is
difference between the number of up and down pulses is
proport iona I to the ana IOQ input signa I, and is
registered by an up/down counter.
The total conversion time is fixed to a number of clock
cycles equal to the sum of the up and down counts.
Simi lar to the dual slope pulse width converter, the
quant i zed feedback pu Ise rate converter is insens i t ive
to circuit element variations, even to any drift in the
clock frequency.
Furthermore, for a given clock frequency, the fixed time
i nterva I for measure and count may be expanded without
requiring a wider dynamic range of the integrator.
Some modified quantized feedback converters are
described in C86J, C87J and C88J.

The log ic block that serves as back-end process i ng in
figure 28 is usua II y a dig ita I integrator (counter),
which counts the pulses of the analog to pulse rate
block.
However in C88J a method is described that performs the
frequency to digital conversion in a way that is much
faster than the count i ng method. It emp lays a fam iii ar
concept of successive approximation, except that voltage
comparison is replaced by frequency comparison. The
conversion time is than reduced from 2n clock pulses to
n clock pulses.
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c. Track ino feedback

In figure 29a the continuous counter ramp [10],
servo converter [11], or simply cal led tracking feedback
converter [1 J is illustrated.
The arch i tecture is very s imil ar to the counter ramp
pulse width ADC (Fig. 27a2) , but in procedure the
dif ference ex ists that no per iad ica I reset is app lied.
Because an up/down counter is used the converter is able
to fol low (track) the input voltage, by incrementing or
decrement i ng the DAC output va Itage with quant ities of
one LSB, whenever the input voltage changes.
It is ev ident that the clock frequency determ ines the
maximum slope of the input voltage to be processed
proper Iy; If the input va Itage change is steeper than
this maximum slope an error wi II occur called
slope-overload. Thus for slowly varying input voltages,
or smal I changes, the tracking feedback converter gives
a val id output code every clock cycle. If slope-overload
occurs the output code is temporari Iy inval id.

It can be seen that the up/down counter together with
the DAC (in figure 29a surrounded by a dashed box)
actually form a digital integrator. When this integrator
is implemented as analog type, then the circuit is
commonly known as a delta-modulator [lJ.
The output of the D-f I i p-f lop must be fed to a counter
(or a digital decoder/fi Iter), to convert the one-bit
digital output to an-bit PCM code. Such an architecture
is described in [SO] and [Sl J.

With the introduction of the delta modulation principle
(here as a part of a PCM converter), a wide area of
differential modulation methods is encountered.
The various techniques for differential coding will-be
treated in a next chapter. Here it is suffice to say
that any kind of differential modulator can be fol lowed
by digital circuitry to convert to PCM code.

4.1 SUMMARY

In this section an inventory Iist and classification scheme
is made, concerning analog to digital conversion techniques. Only
coding to PCM code is described; the differential coding wi II be
treated in a next chapter.
Six different procedures have been distinguished, and are shown
in a scheme (figure 16).
The two co-ordinates of procedure and architecture are expl icitly
given. The method of cascading is one form of procedure. It
varies from an n-stage cascad~ (e.g. the variable reference
serial ripple converter), via a partially cascade (e.g. the
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series-parallel ripple) to the 1-stage cascade (which is. of
course, not really a cascade anymore).
Theoretically, any AID conversion technique lends itself to a
partially cascaded system, but some of these implementations
would not offer any advantage over the methods already used. For
examp Ie, there wou Id be Iitt Ie advantage of part ia II y cascad i ng
three 4-bit successive approximation converters, since this would
neither increase the conversion accuracy nor the conversion
speed, but only increases the parts count.
The same reason ing (as for cascad i ng) is appropr iate to the
coarse fine counting technique.
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5.1 WAVEFORM CODERS

In the previous sections conversion techniques were
discussed that a II be long to the c Iass of zero-memory waveform
coders. In figure 3 the situation concerning methods of
conversion was depicted.

I wiJl atate here that thia acheme ia not meant to be complete, in the
8e11lJe that any technique (whether already existing or not) 0/ converling
from an analog signal form to a digital representation (and vice versa) i8
to be contained in tms Picture. Rather, it i8 a good starling point lor the
treatment 0/ 8PeciaJized converaion methods and it gives an iMght into
one· converaion method relative to another.

In figure 30 the s ituat ion concern ing waveform coders is more
closely examined. The division is based on the presence of memory
in the converter system [16J.

The zero-memory quantizer has an output value. that is
determ i ned on Iy from one correspond ing input samp Ie.
independent of the values acquired by earl ier analog samples
app lied to the quant izer input. The name
Pulse-Code-Modulation converter stems from this property.
More sophisticated (and less well understood) is the block
quant izer . wh ich looks at a group of input samp Ies
s i mu Itaneous [y. and produces a block of output va lues. The
block quantizer wi II not be treated further here. because it
is not used much.
The intermediate form is the sequential quantizer; the output
value is determined by the last and last but one input
sarnples.

Special attention wi II be paid here to the sequential quantizers.
rna in Iy for two reasons; first they are very important and often
used structures in telecommunications. because sequentIal
modulation lends itself admirably to the digitization of speech.
Second. sequent ia I modu Iators are often used in the count ing
types D/A- and AID converters.
The sequential quantizer will be cal led a coder or modulator. to
emphasize that the quantizer is actually one part of the
architecture.

5.2 SEQUENTIAL MODULATION

Suppose we have an analog signal that has a frequency
spectrum containing more low frequencies than high frequencies.
One important example of a signal that satisfies this demand is
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speech. Such a frequency spectrum can also be expressed by saying
that successive samples (at Nyquist rate) exhibit a very
significant correlation. A consequence of this correlation is
that the variance of the difference between two adjacent sample
values can be smaller than the variance of the analog signal
i tse If. As a resu It, it is advantageous to modu Iate and quant ize
the difference rather than the signal itself.
The differential modulator is a circuit that does not convert the
amp I i tude of the ana Iog input samp Ie, but rather quant izes and
outputs the difference between the current and the previous
amp Iitude value [92J.

DiJlerentioJ modulating ia a 8pecioJ case 01 the more generaJ predictive
encoding. Thia c/aaa 01 encoder has a section which creates a prediction
for the next input signaJ; based on the current and previous transmitted
data. The diJlerence between thia prediction and the actuaJ input ia
transmitted as a correcting signal.
For the diflerentiaJ modulator; the prediction ia simply the previous input
signal and the correction ia the difference between previoua and present
signala.

When the differential modulator output is transmitted" it is
obvious that no DC-component can be transmitted. One way to get
round this problem is by adding an integrating fi Iter in front of
the modulator (this principle is cal led pre-emphasis).
This gives the configuration, which is called a noise-shaping
modu Iator .
The name "noise-shaping" comes from the abi I ity of this modulator
to shape the quantization-noise frequency spectrum relative to
the signal frequency spectrum [93J. By proper choice of the
integrator-fi Iter one can move most of the noise power to high
frequencies, where it can be fi itered out by subsequent low-pass
fi Itering. See also section 6.
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The sequent ia I modu Iators are bu i It as a feedback loop (f igure
31). The difference between the differential and noise-shaping
modulator is determined by the position of the integrator in the
loop (section I I of [5J).
In the previous paragraph it was mentioned that the noise-shaping
modu Iator is actua IIy a d i f ferent ia I modu Iator preceded by a
preemphasis fi Iter. In figure 31c this equivalence is shown. Two
integrators (i. e. that in the front-end, and the one in the
feedback-loop) can be combined into one single integrator to be
placed after the summing node [84].
The reverse is also true; a noise-shaping modulator preceded by a
proper preemphasis fi Iter is converted into a differential
modu Iator [5].
Other arch i tectures ex ist I wh ich are not drawn in figure 31. in
which the integrator is used in another position in the scheme,
e.g. giving the direct-feedback coder [85J, or the slope adaptive
delta modulator [86J, where the two integrators as in figure 3Ic
are not comb i ned. However, these other feedback coders do not
contribyte essential new characteristics to that already present
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in the different ia I and no ise-shap i ng modu Iator. but are
refinements. al lowing a more optimal data conversion.

In figure 3la and b the schematic drawings are basic structures;
Some spec if ic modu Iator appearances ar ise when the blocks are
further specified.

a. qyant izec;

In the figure the output of the quantizer is a
digital word having m bits. The value of m can be 1, 2.
3, etc.. Dependent on m a name is connected with the
modu Iator [97]:
a differential modulator with m=1 is a rJeJta-moduJator
(OM, ~M);

a differential modulator with m>1 is a dij/erentiaJ pttise
code modttiator (DPCM);
a no ise-shap i ng modu Iator with m=l is a
sigma-deJta-moduJator, or a deJta-sigma-moduJator (I:~M,

~I:M);

a noise-shaping modulator with m>1 is called a
noi8e-shaping pulse-eode modulator;

The multibit quantizer in a differential or
noise-shaping modulator does not necessari Iy have to be
a uniform quantizer. It is possible to employ a
non-uniform quantizer, which allows the modulator to
have a faster. though low resolution response to large
signa Is [98],
Another poss; blei mp Iementat ion of the quant izer with
the same resu It is the so ca I Ied adapt i ve quant i zer [7 J.
[99J.
A related topic to adaptive quantization is the adaptive
predictor, used in differential modulators [8].
The adaptive strategies used in both adaptive
quantization and adaptive prediction, are either
instantaneous or sy II ab i c. I nstantaneous adapt ion means
that the adapt ion is performed for every samp Ie
exclusively; syllabic adaption performs an adapt ion (at
every samp Ie) wh ich wi I I be car r ied over into the next
samples. For speech this adaptive time constant is about
5 - 10ms [7J.

b. Order of integrator:

The integrator implemented in its simplest form is
a first-order integrator. However. higher order
integrators are somet i mes used, wh ich can improve the
character ist ics of the modu Iator (espec ia I Iy shap i ng of
quantisation noise). Examples are described in [97],
( 100 J. [ 101].
It is worth ment ion i ng that if in the I:~-modu Iator the
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integrator is imp Iemented as a Ritch jestructure (see
section 6.2, or [101 ]), the converter can be considered
as a first-order I:6-modu Iator embedded ina feedback
loop containing an integrator in the feed-forward path.
The max i mum order of the integrator used is lim i ted by
stabi Iity considerations.

5.S SUMMARY

This section has given information about signal modulators.
that do not produce PCM output code. but produce a digital
representation of the difference of the successive input samples
(differential modulators). or produce a pulse-rate
(pulse-density) modulated output signal. which is generally
noise-shaped (noise shaping modulators).
These modu Iators can be emp Ioyed in the PCM convers ion
arch i tectures of the count i ng type. and are genera II y used with
oversampl ing (see section 6.2L
Several methods of adaptation have been briefly discussed. The
reader is loaded with informat ion on th is subject. and on Iy a
brief explanation has been given. or the explanation was entirely
ommitted. The interested reader is referred to the much
literature avai lable. of which only a few articles were
mentioned.
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In this section various methods that exist to create and/or
maintain a desired performance wi II be summarized. Some methods
can be used in genera Iity. whereas others are des igned
specifically for one conversion architecture. or procedure.
One can make several demands on converter performance. which are
dependent on the appl ication of the converter. Performance
parameters that must be taken into account are:

conversion time. frequency spectrum;

resolution. dynamic range. signal-to-noise-ratioj

complexity. costs;

accuracy. Iinearity. harmonic distortion, monotonicity;

dissipated power;

temperature behaviour;

performance in course of lifetime;

noise behaviour (not quantization noise);

The most important performance data are the convers ion time and
resolution of the converter. The requirements of these criteria
generally confl ict, and a compromise must be made. Also, the
comp Iex i ty of the c i rcu it. and hence the costs of des ign i ng and
producing a converter, must be kept as low as possible.
Dependent on the app Iicat ion. the other' per formance parameters
are chosen.
Four performance parameters. conversion time. resolution.
Iinearity and dynamic range wi II be discussed next. and methods
to achieve optimum conditions wi I I be given.

6.1 CONVERSION TIME

High speed convers ion is poss i bIe by choos ing the proper
basic conversion procedure. For D/A-conversion. this means that
the paral lei conversion method must be chosen. using some kind of
res istor-network. In A/D-convers ion the para I Ielf Iash-converter
is the fastest basic conversion method.
By employing the method of multiplexing. in D/A as well as
AID-conversion. the speed requirements of the converter block can
be somewhat lowered, and yet fast conversion can be real ized.
If other performance requirements cal I for a serial or counting
procedure. then one can sti I I employ the series-paral lei or
coarse-fine technique. with only minor losses on the original
requirements.
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The conversion time of a delta-modulation type AID converter is
not so clear. In essence the conversion time is 2" clock pulses
(2" be ing the number of quant isator Ieve Is). but the output is
accepted every clockpulse. This means that when the input voltage
slope is too steep. the output code wi II be in error. This is
cal led slope-overload.
Methods that try to overcome th iss lope-over load are brought
together in the adapt ive modu Iat ion schemes. as descr ibed in
section 5. and in [7J.

The second important choice for real ising high speed is the
fabr icat ion process of the (mono lith ic) converter. Here bi po Iar
transistor technique (and especially the ECl process) has a major
lead on the MOS-. and CMOS transistors processes. However. within
the CMOS process for instance. gradations in obtainable speed are
present.
The maximum physical speed of any converter-type is determined by
parasitic capacitances.
In parallel AID conversion this wi II introduce a propagation
delay in the comparators. Moreover. the total gain of the
para II elf Iash converter is frequency dependent. and exh i bits a
-3dB low pass frequency. The consequence is that for high
frequencies the resolution (expressed as SNR in dB) wi II decay.
Dependent on des ign. the max i mum input frequency that is
converted with maximum resolution. wi I I I ie between one fifth and
one half of the sample frequency.
In parallel D/A conversion using resistor networks the major
capac itance is found on the cur rent-summ ing node of the
converter. It is obv ious that with a r is i ng number of bits the
parasitic capacitance wi II take on higher and higher values. thus
lim i t i ng speed.

6.2 RESOLUTION

This subsection wi II describe methods. that enlarge the
resolution (number of quantization levels) of an ideal converter.
Th is can be done by ext ra hardware. or by emp loy ing spec ia I
signal-processing techniques (software).

6.2.1 Resolution increase by extra hardware

This method has been treated impl icitly in the previous sections.
where the various conversion procedures were summarized. Two
basic implementations are possible: segmentation and cascading.

The aegmentaJion method prov ides extra bits. simp Iy by putt i ng an
extra converter in paral lei to (:f current-weighted) or in series
with (if voltage-weighted) the "original" converter. Thereby the
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converters' architectures are chosen to have the characteristics
that best fit the required. E.g. the current-source-array with
monotonic decoding is a good choice for the MSB's-converter in a
segmented DIA converter. GIitch-energy can thus be min imized.
Another example is the stacking of two flash AID converters.
The method of caacading imp lies that the reference source of the
LSB's converter is derived from the output of the MSB's
converter. An example of the cascading technique in AID
conversion is the series-paral lei ripple converter.

In general one can say that the segmentation and cascading
methods do not create extra bits 'out of nothing'. but they
spread the requ i red accuracy over those arch itectures. that can
best satisfy the requirements. The accuracy of the MSB decision
le"Aels must be high. whereas the accuracy requirement of the
lower bits is diminishing. This means that for the lower bits a
less accurate (and less complex) converter architecture can be
used.
The various achitectures of segmentation and cascading are
depicted in figure 15 for DIA conversion.

6.2.2 Resolution increase by extra signal-processing

Whereas segmentation and cascading methods increase resolution by
adding extra hardware. methods wi I I now be discussed that
increase resolution at the cost of increased conversion time (or
when the clock-frequency is raised several times above the
Nyquist rate. the conversion time can remain unchanged). The
methods that wi I I discussed are oversampl ing and noise-shaping.
Oversampl ing can be employed as a stand-alone. noise-shaping
always needs oversampl ing first.
Also the use of dither wi I I be discussed.

Oversamp Ii nq

It is well known that when a signal is sampled. the sample rate
must be at least twice the highest signal frequency of the input
signal. to prevent al iasing when the signal is reconstructed.
Th is input signa lis therefore low-pass f i Itered to def ine the
highest signal frequency. The sample rate then equals the
Nyquist-rate. i.e. twice the bandwidth of the (ideal) low-pas
f i Iter.
If however the samp Ie rate is chosen higher than the requ ired
Nyquist-rate. by a factor usually ranging from a value of two to
several hundred then the sample-action ~s defined as
oversampl ing. With oversampl ing (and subsequent fi Itering) one
can for example convert high-resolution signals with only a
low-resolution converter architecture. There are several other
advantages of oversampl ing to mention. but first the principle of
oversampl ing wi I I be explained.
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To understand the process of oversamp ling [ook at figure 32,
where an exp Ianat ion is given represent i ng the signa Is· in the
frequency-domain [97].
The first picture gives the signal frequency power spectrum of an
input signal. In the second picture (left) the input signal
spectrum is shown when sampled at the Nyquist-rate. and (right)
oversampled at f s =4 * fNyqulst.
Then the samp led signa lis quant ized and quant izat i on no i se is
added to the spectrum (indicated by the dashed I ine). The
noise-spectrum is drawn assuming that white noise wi I I be
generated. This is generally true, according to [16]. The amount
of no i se power equa Is A2/12 in both cases of "Nyqu ist"-samp ling
and oversampl ing, which is equal to the area under the dashed
line from zero to ha I f the samp ling frequency. I n the formu Ia A
is the smallest quantization step and may be expressed as 2- n ,
where n is the number of bits.
Now one can see what happens; the no i se power in the case of
oversampl ing is spread over a larger frequency area than in the
case with normal Nyquist sampl ing. At the reconstruction, the
signal is lowpass-fi Itered and/or resampled (last pictures).
The conclusion is that oversampl ing with a factor fs/fnyquist =X
virtually gives an increased resolution of 210g ~ bits,
cor respond i ng to a SNR i mprcvement of 3dB for each doub ling of
the sampl ing rate.
Th i s means that a low reso Iut ion converter can process high
reso Iut ion signa Is by oversamp ling. It is very common to use a
one-bit converter.
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Other advantages of oversampl ing are:
-The antial iasing fi Iter at the front-end does not have to be a
high-order fi Iter, because of the fact that the spectrum of
oversampl ing signal has intervening spaces.

-Because of the oversampl ing a digital fi Iter can be used, which
can be very steep, which has no phase distortion. and which can
be easi Iy integrated [6J.

It is obv ious that in order to make the oversamp ling pr inc i pIe
work. f i Iter ing is necessary. Th is br i ngs us to the poss i bIe
methods of implementing oversampl ing in the realm of DIA and AID
conversion.
For DIA conversion two implementations are possible (figure 33).

a. Interpolation fi Iter (figure 33~

The digital fi Itering structure that oversamples and
Iowpass-f i Iters a signa lis ca IIed an i nterpo Iator, or
interpolative fi Iter; several structures are possible.
The exact imp Iementat ion of such structures is beyond
the scope of this work. In [102J one can find a tutorial
review of interpolation methods and structures.
In [103J and [104J the oversampl ing principle using a
i nterpo Iat i ng f i Iter is descr i bed for use ina Compact
Disc player and a voice-band codec respectively.
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b. Time-ayeraging (figure 33~

This is described in section 5 of [S7], With the two
LSB's going to the "averaging logic" block, the high
speed clock frequency must be four times higher than the
Nyquist-rate. The output of the parallel-load counter
wi II then be sw itched between two adj acent (n-2) bit
words, resulting in an average D/A converter output
voltage equivalent to the original n-bit word.

For AID conversion a similar method of using oversampl ing as for
DIA conversion with an interpolation fi Iter is possible.

a. Decimation fi Iter (fiaure 3411

The digital decimation fi Iter is the direct opposite of
the interpolation fi Iter [102J. It performs
down-sampl ing, i.e. sampl ing at the original (Nyquist)
rate, and fi Itering of the modulated signal. This
modulated signal can be a one-bit data word, generated
by a delta-modulator [SOJ, or sigma-delta-modulator
[S1 ].

b. Interpolative AID converter:

The (sigma-)-delta-modulator exhibits the effect of
"I imit cycle". This is a kind of noise, arising from the
non-I inear characteristics of the loop, as is described
in section 2.5 of [6J. This noise is expressed by
producing a digital out~ut value that switches between
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two adjacent words. with some duty cycle. The average of
a number of these words is deterrn ined and produces a
digital word having increased resolution. This kind of
converter I that incorporates "I i mit cyc Ie" is ca IIed an
interpolative converter [105], [106J. The architecture
is the same as drawn in figure 34.

~Qise shaping

When oversampl ing is used, another method of increasing the
resolution can be implemented. This method is cal led
noise-shaping and was first described in [93J.
In the left picture of figure 35 the spectrum of the oversampled
and quantized signal. without noise-shaping is depicted.
It is poss i bIe by proper f i Iter i ng, to re-shape the spectrum of
the noise. as is indicated in the right picture of figure 35.
Although the total noise power. taken from 0 to 1/2 * f s • may be
increased (as is usua I). the quant izat ion-no ise power in the
signa I band is reduced drast ica IIy, resu It i ng in an increased
resolution after lowpass fi Itering. It is evident that the signal
must be oversamp Ied. in order to create "room" for the no ise
spectrum reshaping.
Implementing noise-shaping into DIA and AID conversion happens by
taking the difference between the signal and the quantized
signal. and feeding this difference via a fi Iter back to the
input. This is depicted in figure 36a).
A digital implementation is given in [104J and [107J.
An analog noise-shaper is described in [5J, and it is shown
there. that the basic noise-shaping structure can be altered to a
different architecture having the same function. The result is
drawn in figure 36b) and as can be seen, is the
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sigma-delta-modulator.
The fi Iter order can be one, or higher. Usually the ultimate is a
3r d-order fi Iter, because the loop becomes unstable when higher
order f i Iters are used. AIso in [5 J it is descr ibed, that the
structure of figure 36b) having a 2nd-order fi Iter, is equivalent
to the so cal led "Ritchie"-structure, depicted in figure 36c).
With Qversampl ing only, a gain in SNR of 3 dB for each doubl ing
of the sample rate is real ized. With oversampl ing and
noise-shaping the increase in resolution is N+1/2 bits for
doubl ing the sample rate, where N is the order of the fi Iter.
This corresponds to a gain in SNR of 9 dB for N=1 I and 15 dB for
N=2 [5J.

Dither

Contrary to the process of sampl ing, which does not cause a loss
of inforr:1at ion, the process of quant izat ion does create
distortion. Especially when low level signals are quantized, the
SNR wi I I be very poor. Low level signals (in order of one LSB)
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that are quant ized by AID convers ion and reconstructed by DIA
conversion. wi II have lost their analog nature. and exhibit
digital characteristics.
The human eyes (video) and ears (audio) are very susceptible to
this distortion.
The digital characteristic can be diminished by adding low level,
high frequency noise. which is cal led dither [6J. [108J. [7J.

6.3 LINEARITY

The prev ious subsect ion descr ibed methods to increase the
resolution of an ideal converter. This does not imply that the
resolution aimed at is actually real ized, over the range from
zerp to ful I scale input voltage.
There are several errors that can occur, of which the 11nearity
error is the most important.
The integra I I inear ity er ror can be min imized by extra
process-steps in the fabrication stage, or by the aid of signal
processing.

Extra fabrication processor DIA converters:

Two elementary methods are cur rent Iy used I ca II ed zener-zapp ing
and laser trimming.

Zener zapping is a post-assembly trim technique [109J. Some
redundant zener-diodes are included in the design of the chip.
These zener-diodes create a small current source, which can be
added to the bit-currents. If the DAC exh ibits non-I inear ity.
then the bit current are adjusted by activating the zener-diodes.
This is done by a high current pulse.

Laser trimming is a techn i que for adj ust ing res istor va Iues, or
cutting metal Iinks by locally burning away mater ial on the chip
[110J. [111J. It must be done before the chip is packaged.
The res istors that are tr i mmed are usua II y th i n-f jim res istors,
(e.g. NiCr). When metal I inks are cut, diffused resistors can be
used.
Another use of laser trimming is the trimming of a PROM [48J. in
which correction terms are stored that are computed by measuring
and digitizing Iinearity errors. Compare this technique with the
self-cal ibration technique (to be discussed).
The performance of Laser (Wafer) Trimming (LWT) is less than the
performance of zener-zapping, because of the effect on linearity
of bonding and encapsulating the chip, after trimming.

Signal processing

There are some techniques that correct the errors of the
converter by measuring and correcting, whi Ie the converter is
a Iready in operat ion. We I I known methods are auto zeroing (i n
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switched capacitor circuits and in the dual-slope conversion
procedure) and reference recycling [112J. Also the method of dvnamic
element matching can be cons idered as an er ror-cor rect i ng funct ion
[24J.
A special technique is also the digital error correcting in subranging
type AID converters [113J.
The Iast of the I i near i ty- improvement techn iques that will be
discussed are the sell compemation and sell caJi6ration techn ique.
The sell compemation techn ique [114J automat ica I I y compensates for
I i near i ty er ror by refer ring to a high Iy accurate, very I i near
ramp funct ion. I n the compensat ion mode (contrary to the normal
convers ion mode), the ramp funct ion is in i t iated. and the DAC
output is compared with this ramp. The possible errors are stored
in an on-chip RAM.
Inithe normal conversion mode the imformation in the RAM is used
to cance I the non I i near i ty of the DAC by use of an ass ist i ng
small sub DAC.
The sell caJi6ration technique [115J overcomes the need for a highly
I i near ramp funct ion generator. but measures its dev iat ions by
sequential comparisons of its own weighting elements (capacitors
in [115 JL Aga in, the computed cor rect i on terms are stored ina
RAM. and are used in the normal conversion mode.

6.4 DYNAMIC RANGE

The dynamic range of a converter is defined as the ratio of
the smallest signal it can detect (one LSB). to its full-scale
input range.
When this full-scale range is divided up into equally spaced
quantization levels of one LSB. then the dynamic range (in dB) is
approximatly equal to 6 * n, where n is the number of bits [2J.
However the fu I I-sea lei nput range of the converter can be too
sma I I. to fit with the signal range. Therefore. some way must be
found to adapt the two ranges.
In general, this can be arranged in two ways [7J.

Non-uniform Quantization:

Non-un i form quant izat ion emp loys quant izat i on Ieve Is wh ich are
not equally spaced over the ful I-scale input range. An example is
depicted in figure 37. High level input values are coarsely
quant i zed. low Ieve I input va Iues are quant i zed with the max imum
accuracy. The quantization shown uses segments in its input
range. where for each fo! lowing segment the resolution is divided
by two [46J. Other distributions of quantization levels over the
full-scale range are possible. such as A-law [27], exponential
distribution [116J, or decimal factors [117J.
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The real isation of a non-uniform quantizer can be implemented by
means of pre-compression. and post-expansion of the signal [116J,
[117J, and the architecture is cal led a companding converter. The
other way of implementing non-uniform quantization levels is
obtained by comparing the input-signal with non-uniform spaced
reference levels [26J. [46J (see figure 37).
A top jere Iated to non-un i form quant i zat ion is the use of an
adaptive quantizer, where the step~size is dependent on the input
signal [88J.

Floatina range;

The expans ion of the dynam ic range by "f Ioat j ng" the converter
input range over the signal range, is very simi lar to the method
of cascading (section 3.3, sub d., or section 4.3. sub a.). The
difference is that there the scaling of the input is fixed, and
here the f Ioat i ng method adj ust the ga independent on signa I
amp I i tude.
An example is in [118J, where the effective dynamic range equals
20 bits.

6.5 SUMMARY

I n the rea Im of data convers ion some typ ica I requ i rements
are posed on the performance of a converter. Some often app lied
methods that are avai lable to satisfy the requirements are
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discussed. Treated are expansion of resolution and dynamic range.
raising of speed. and improving accuracy.
In general any technique to improve performance of one
characteristic wi I I degrade another characteristic.
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LJABULATED £ERFOR:MANCE DATA

In this section you wi I I find performance data of the
convers ion techn iques j these var ious techn iques were summar i zed
in the schematic representations of figure 4 and figure 16.
Of the many performance demands one can make. on I y the most
important, conversion time and resolution wi I I be inc Iuded in th is
section. They are tabulated in two tables on the next pages. one
for DIA conversion and the other for AID conversion.
I n the tab Ies three different bars can be seen. The i nformat ion
in the tables is drawn from data in the avai lable literature.
This impl ies that it is only a I imited picture of the situation.
The black and grey bars i nvo Ive data that has been descr i bed in
the avai lable I iterature. and can be guaranteed. Converter types
on which no data was present. are sti I I surveyed by drawing white
bars. The wh i te bars do not i nd i cate data that is exp I icit Iy
present in the avai lable I iterature, but they indicate the
estimated values by the author of this work, on the basis of
insight. and general knowledge. Therefore this data must be very
broadly interpreted.

Furthermore, the black and grey bars do not indicate values that
are the ultimate for a converter type. but rather are examples of
real isations. However. the I iterature should not contain
,ant ique' data. but shou Id represent state of the art
information.

Together with conversion time and resolution, the complexity (and
cost) of a converter is a very important performance parameter.
Th is woul d be an argument to a Iso inc Iude a kind of tab lei n
wh i ch the complexity of the var i ous converter types is i nvo Ived,
e.g. by ranking the number of elements on the chip. or by ranking
the total chip area.
Th i s work has not been carr i ed out. because there are too many
parameters that i nf Iuence the comple:rit1l of a rea I i zed converter;
Extract i ng complexit1l data from the literature was impract i ca I to
do.
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The content of this'report is based entirely on information
from the Iiterature. This implies that no novel conversion
techniques are described. Instead, existing conversion techniques
are described, industrial types. as well as pre-industrial
Iaboratory types, in such a way that the reader becomes
acquainted with the various conversion techniques, and gains
insight in the conversion methods related to each other.
The discussion is not very deep, but broad, and the interested
reader is referred to more specific I iterature for further
information. For this reason. the report can be considered as a
guide for either beginners in the D/A- and AID-conversion world,
or des igners who want to find i nformat ion on spec if ic top ics
easilly. However, the reader must keep in mind that the referenced
Iiterature is only a selection from the literature avai lab Ie. The
fact that (especially for PCM-conversion) the various methods are
put in conveniently arranged schemes, is a very important feature
of th is report. Inone glance the var ious convers jon techn iques
can be seen.
Even the relation between PCM-conversion and non-straightforward
conversion methods, such as sequential coding and parametric
coding is depicted, something that is not easi Iy found in the
Iiterature. The reader can broaden his outlook with this kind of

. informat ion.

The overal I conclusion of this report could be that the
informat ion given is of a qua Iitat ive nature. whereas
quantitative figures could be very interesting. Some figures have
been given in section 7. tho~gh their values are only examples or
estimates, and do not determine boundaries of performance. The
reason I ies in the fact that this quantitative data, with
comparable figures, is difficult to extract from the literature.

The methods that ex ist to upgrade a convers ion method, or a
conversion architecture have been summarized. Some can be used
for a certain technique particularly, other are general methods.
The methods of oversamp ling and no ise-shap i ng. wh ich are used
nowadays, are important. but wi I I be used more and more in the
future.
The basic methods of AID-conversion very often used. are the
paral lei flash. the serial successive approximation. and the
counting dual-slope and counting quantized-feedback types.
They have proven to be satisfactory in many appl ications. The
more special ized appl ications, which ask for specific demands,
such as min i mum ch i p area, min imum power. use other convers ion
methods or architectures.

This report needs no continuationi it can be used as an
independent work. Should someone feel the need to extend or
continue this work somehow. a few ideas fol low.
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-It's worth trying to real ize one of the conversion techniques in
practice. For analog cells in a CMOS-cell Iibrary. the serial
algorithmic iterative sample/hold DAC and ADC lend themselves
admirably to this purpose. It has small chip area. and by
changing only the value of one capacitior (from 1/ 2C to 2C) the
DAC transforms into an ADC.

-The quantitative classification. as in section 7. could be done
more exhaustively. but it wi II be a difficult task.
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